Financial Institutions in Europe

Overview
We work with financial institutions every day and understand the challenges you face in today’s post-financial crisis
market. As regulators and governments attempt to maintain the integrity of the financial system, a broader range of
your activities are now under the spotlight. From stricter rules on capital requirements and executive compensation to
increased accountability and governance — supervision and regulation permeate your industry.
At Dentons we appreciate the new risks that confront financial institutions operating in this altered setting. We can
help you assess these risks and at the same time uncover your opportunities. From changing the structure and
location of your businesses to acquiring new interests and restructuring existing ones, our financial institutions
specialists work with you to explore these prospects and find the best way forward.
We view your success as a measure of our own, which means we commit to find practical, cost-effective solutions for
you, whether meeting the challenges of innovative transactions or products, or dealing with the delicate situations that
can arise in international financial markets.
Our Financial Institutions group in Europe represents many of the largest financial service providers in the world. We
can advise you across the full range of international and domestic finance activities, from banking and investment
banking regulation to financial services litigation and arbitration.
And when your operations require cross border assistance, rest assured. We can provide you with consistent support
across the globe, through our offices located in all major financial centers. Our financial institutions lawyers in Europe
combine a deep knowledge of their local markets with an international perspective, sharing knowledge and ideas with
their colleagues around the world.
Partner with Dentons for dynamic and flexible service from lawyers who look out for your best interests in an
ever-changing and developing global financial sector.
Look to our lawyers for effective solutions across the financial services sector including:

• Advocacy
• Banking litigation
• Capital Markets, derivatives and securities
• Consumer and mortgage finance
• Cards and payments
• Distressed situations
• Finance—asset, structured, lending and acquisition, project, real estate, trade and commodities
• Fund structuring and compliance
• Lending and acquisition finance
• Private equity
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• Regulatory
• Reorganization, restructuring and insolvency
• Transactions
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